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ABSTRACT 
This project investigates how the actors in a transportation chain are expected to act when 
different types of governmental control policies are applied. A simulation-based tool is being 
developed for use in analyzing the effects of different control policies. The simulator is based 
on agent technology and include some intelligence with respect to how the transport operators 
act in different situations. The simulator will be used for analyzing the total costs and 
environmental effects and in this way provide guidance in decision making regarding control 
policies. Also, cost-effective strategies for companies can be determined with the simulator. 
 

INTRODUCTION 

It is important for governmental policy-makers to be able to predict the consequences of 
different control policies before they actually are applied. The effect of new implementations 
of control policies on specific transportation chains are difficult to predict and the behavior of 
different transportation chains differ. This work is part of the project Effects of governmental 
control policies: A micro-level study (http://www.ipd.bth.se/stem/) with the aim to study the 
effects of governmental control policies in transportation chains. Hence, we investigate how 
actors in a transportation chain are expected to act when different types of governmental 
control policies, such as fuel taxes, road fees, vehicle taxes and requirements on vehicles, are 
applied. The policy making is driven by a desire to attain a sustainable development, for 
instance by reducing emissions, noise, accidents and so on. 
 
A concrete result of the project is a simulation-based tool for analyzing the effects of different 
control policies. From a societal perspective, the simulator can be used to analyze the total 
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costs and environmental effects of a transport chain and in this way provide guidance in 
decision making regarding control policies. The intention is that such analyzes complement 
those made using existing macro-models. In addition, it is possible for businesses to use the 
simulator in order to determine cost-effective strategies given different (future) scenarios.  
 
In the next section issues of governmental policy-making are described as well as current 
models dealing with policy-issues. Next, our approach with a micro-level model using agent 
technology is described. Finally, the discussion explains how the model can be used when 
studying the effects of governmental control policies. 
 

BACKGROUND 

GOVERNMENTAL POLICY-MAKING 
The main goal in many governmental transport policy guidelines is to reach a sustainable 
development – socially, environmentally as well as economically (cf. that of the Swedish 
government [13]). Transportation has several external effects, and the society wants to 
minimize the negative external effects of transportation, e.g. on the environment. The external 
effects can be estimated in monetary terms as external costs. In a White Paper of the European 
Commission [10] five types of external costs are defined: infrastructure costs (wear and 
deformation costs), congestion costs, emission costs, noise costs and accident costs. There are 
different methods of estimating these external costs, e.g.:  
 

 ExternE [4], which estimates the external costs resulting from the supply and use 
of energy, i.e. air pollution,  

 UNITE [6], which estimates the external costs for infrastructure costs, supplier 
operating costs, transport user costs, accident costs, noise costs and air pollution 
costs; and  

 ASEK [14], which estimates e.g. the external costs of accidents, emissions, carbon 
dioxide, and noise, to be used for social economic calculations for both freight and 
personal transports.  

 
One important result of these estimations is the external cost for different transport volumes 
(traffic performance). Since the methods of estimation differ, the result of the estimates may 
vary. 
 
Governments can use control policies like taxes, fees and regulations to reduce the external 
effects of transport and to achieve its goals. An example of a goal that governments around 
the world strive to achieve with control policies is to reach the national level of greenhouse 
gas emissions set in the Kyoto protocol [18]. Furthermore, common governmental goals that 
can be achieved with control policies are to reduce the number of road traffic accidents and 
replace the use of fossil fuel with biofuels (cf. the Swedish transport policy guidelines). 
 
The main principle within the EU when deciding on transport related tax and fee levels is the 
marginal cost principle. According to this principle the marginal external costs of transports 
should be internalized in the transport price. The marginal cost can be seen as the cost that 
occurs when an additional unit of transport is added, for example another vkm (vehicle 
kilometer) or another tkm (tonne kilometer). The transport cost consists of direct, or internal, 
costs, e.g. the fuel cost and the labour cost. Further, external costs occur as indirect costs for 
the society as a consequence of the performed transport. SIKA (the Swedish Institute For 
Transport and Communications Analysis) [11] has argued that the current fees and taxes for 
heavy transports are not in line with the actual external costs caused by these transports and to 
apply the marginal cost principle it is therefore necessary to change some taxes or fees. 
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However, in order to know which actions to take, it is important to have a deep understanding 
of the effects of these actions, i.e., how the different actions will change the behavior of the 
actors involved in transportation chains. In addition, policy makers also need to take the 
business perspective into account to support a sustainable growth of trade and industry. We 
want to study these issues with the micro-level model that is being developed within the 
project mentioned above as well as the effects of different types of implementations of control 
policies, e.g. implementations according to the marginal cost principle, but also other ways of 
setting control policies. 
 
EXISTING MODELS 
Traditionally, the effects of control policies have been studied using macro-level models, such 
as SAMGODS [15], ASTRA [1] and SISD [8]. A problem with these models is that they do 
not take the logistical processes into account, and thus fail to model the level where the 
decisions regarding the actual transportations are being made. There are models that take 
logistical aspects into account, for instance SMILE [17], GoodTrip [5], and SLAM [16] 
within the EU. These three models are interesting to study since the aim is to include 
micro-level properties in our model. However, SAMGODS is also relevant since there have 
been proposals [20] to include logistical aspects in the model.  
 
SMILE is used for governmental policy evaluation in the Netherlands. GoodTrip, also a 
model from the Netherlands, deals with inner-city distribution and the model is used mainly 
for private policy making, e.g. cooperation in supply-chains, changes in delivery frequencies 
etc. SLAM is the logistical module for SCENES where the trade flows (expressed in 
origin-destination (O-D) matrices) are transformed to transport flows (in O-D matrices) by 
taking into account the distribution centers in Europe. SCENES studies the driving forces of 
transport demand, e.g. the effects of governmental control policies. In SAMGODS the effects 
of fees and taxes, as well as long term infrastructure investments, can be studied; however, the 
effects of regulations, e.g. requirements on vehicles, are not possible be study.  
 
In SMILE and SLAM logistical groups are included in the models. The logistical groups are 
product groups that have homogenous logistical characteristics, e.g. shipment size, value 
density, order frequency, perishability, packaging density and delivery time. The logistical 
groups determine the distribution structure of the products and in SMILE it is assumed that 
the logistic choice behavior is similar within the groups. Product groups are included in 
GoodTrip as well. Furthermore, the use of warehouses is modeled in SMILE, SLAM and 
GoodTrip. 
 
In STAN, the transport network model of SAMGODS, commodity groups are defined. These 
commodity groups are divided into groups representing different types of commodities, like 
agricultural products and petroleum products. STAN also specifies the transport modes that 
are possible to use for different commodities.  
 
Even if SMILE, GoodTrip and SLAM include logistical aspects, specific properties of 
individual transport chains are not included. To include such properties there is a need for 
micro-level models that focus on specific transport chains. We believe that more precise 
predictions regarding the effects of control policies can be achieved using micro-level models 
that capture also the decision making of the actors in the logistical processes. The micro-level 
model that is being developed within the project will take these issues into account. We want 
to use the micro-level model to study the behavior of logistics/product groups that are used in 
current macro-level models in order to better understand the behavior of those groups. 
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APPROACH  

SIMULATION 
We have chosen to base the micro-model simulator on agent technology. Multi Agent Based 
Simulation (MABS) differs from other kinds of computer-based simulation in that the 
simulated entities are modeled and implemented in terms of agents. As MABS, and other 
micro simulation techniques, explicitly attempts to model specific behaviors of specific 
individuals, it contrasts to macro simulation techniques that are typically based on 
mathematical models where the characteristics of a population are averaged together and the 
model attempts to simulate changes in these averaged characteristics for the whole population. 
Thus, in macro simulations, the set of individuals is viewed as a structure that can be 
characterized by a number of variables, whereas in micro simulations the structure is viewed 
as emergent from the interactions between the individuals. According to Parunak et al. [12]  
“…agent-based modeling is most appropriate for domains characterized by a high degree of 
localization and distribution and dominated by discrete decision. Equation-based modeling is 
most naturally applied to systems that can be modeled centrally, and in which the dynamics 
are dominated by physical laws rather than information processing.” Obviously, transportation 
systems fulfill all the characteristics of domains appropriate for agent-based modeling.  
 
Downing et al. [9] have used MABS for policy-making in the context of climate policy and 
climate change. A prototype agent-based integrated assessment model was proposed for water 
issues like drought, flood etc. where the social relations that support the effectiveness of 
exhortation are described. The behavior of policy-makers and households are represented by 
agents. 
 
The simulator consists of two parts: the physical simulator and the decision-making simulator 
[3]. In the physical simulator (see [7]) the production and transportation of products are 
simulated, whereas the decision-making concerning where to store the products, which 
transport operator to chose etc. takes part in the decision-making simulator. The simulated 
decision-making is divided into different roles that correspond to the different types of actors 
in a transport chain, such as customers, transport chain coordinators, transport buyers, 
transport planners, product buyers and production planners. Software agents are used to 
model and simulate these actors. 
 
LOGISTICS FACTORS 
In order to generalize the results so that the effects in other types of transportation chains can 
be predicted, a number of relevant logistics factors have been identified. We want to extend 
current logistics/product groups with further properties that describe the transport task, the 
prerequisites to perform the transport task and the final transport solution. The logistics 
factors have been divided into three groups.  
 
First, given factors describe the transport task, i.e. the customer requirements, in a sequence 
of requirements. Given factors include the quantity of the products (volume and weight), 
product properties (including the value of the products, storing capabilities, load consolidation 
possibilities etc.), the time of delivery to the customers (expressed in a time interval) and the 
geographical location of customers. Initially, we assume that the customer demand is fixed 
and does not depend on the transport price.  
 
Next, the indirect factors describe the prerequisites to perform the transport task, i.e. location 
of producers, available production resources and its properties, location of carriers, available 
transport resources and their properties (such as costs, capacity and environmental impact), 
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available transport modes, stock allocation, storage capacity, stock costs, load and unload time, 
available infrastructure (rail, roads etc.) and its properties (e.g. maximum speed). These 
factors can indirectly be influenced in the long term by e.g. investments and governmental 
control policies.  
 
Direct factors are the factors that describe the transport solution for the transport task, e.g. 
frequency of the consignments, transport mode, vehicle type, vehicle utilization, inventory 
levels, transport time and costs coupled to the transport solution. These factors can relatively 
direct be influenced. 
 
INPUT AND OUTPUT 
The input to the simulator is the given factors and the indirect factors. Given these factors, the 
user of the simulator is able to experiment with different control policies, by varying a 
number of parameters corresponding to different taxes, fees, regulations etc. Also, the 
estimates of the marginal costs to be used are set. The output will then include: 
 

- direct factors and the internal costs of the transport solution,  
- the estimated external costs (including environmental costs), 
- society income from taxes and fees 
- customer satisfaction in terms of reliability of deliveries and quality of products 
 

The transport solution illustrates which decisions that have been taken, given the input to the 
simulator with a certain implementation of control policies. The transport solution can e.g. 
illustrate when different transport modes and vehicle types are preferable.  
 
A number of characteristic scenarios will be studied using the simulator. In-depth case studies 
will be made on a set of transportation chains involving FoodTankers and Karlshamns AB 
(see below). To start with the experiments will be quite simple on transport chains that do not 
include many actors. The initial experiments will illustrate decisions that are rather simple, e.g. 
which transport carrier the transport planner agent chose depending on a control policy. Later, 
more complex experiments can be performed where e.g. the interaction between different 
types of control policies is illustrated as well as what the effect can be if there is cooperation 
between the actors in a transport chain.  
 

DISCUSSION 

THE INTERNALIZATION OF EXTERNAL COSTS 
The main issue is to analyze the effects of the use of control policies, e.g. the internalization 
of external costs, as well as other possible implementations of control policies, e.g. changes in 
regulations in order to reach a goal of the society. If the external costs are fully internalized, 
the estimated external costs should be in balance with the income to the government from 
taxes and fees. The income to the government in form of taxes and fees can be estimated for a 
given transportation volume. However, the transport volume may vary for different control 
policies. Further, the external costs may vary non-linearly with the transport volume. It is 
possible that, for a certain transport volume, the external costs correspond to the 
governmental income, but not for other transport volumes. By using the simulator, the 
internalization of external costs for different transport volumes can be studied. It is of interest 
to examine how the estimated external costs varies with different control policies and their 
effect on different transport solutions for a given transport level. Furthermore, it will also be 
possible to study how the variations of taxes and fees influence the transportation price. Since 
the estimation of external costs is possible to do in different ways, different estimations of the 
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marginal costs (e.g. ASEK) can be used as input and compare them to each other.  
 
DIFFERENT TYPES OF CONTROL POLICIES 
In order to better understand how different types of governmental control policies affect the 
externalities, different simulation experiments are going to be performed. E.g., control 
policies that influence either the fixed costs, i.e., related to vehicle usage, or the variable costs, 
i.e., associated with vehicle ownership, of transports are interesting to compare. It is of 
interest to study the effects of the implementation of control policies that influence variable 
costs, like fuel tax, kilometer taxation, as well as control policies that influence the fixed costs, 
like vehicle tax etc. Furthermore, to better understand how control policies function, the 
correlation between control policies that influence variable costs and control policies that 
influence fixed costs can be studied.  
 
Today some control policies are differentiated, i.e. some taxes or fees are divided into 
different classes, e.g. depending on vehicle emission levels. Probably it is possible to do this 
differentiation in a more efficient way and that control policies that are not differentiated 
today could be differentiated. E.g. there has been a proposal in Sweden that the vehicle tax 
should be differentiated in order to give incentives to exchange older vehicles with higher 
emission levels with newer vehicles with lower emission levels [19]. 
 
When simulations with different levels of control policies and different estimates of the 
marginal costs (ASEK etc.) are performed, the behavior of the transportation change, e.g. the 
number of vehicle kilometer may decrease. If we look at congestion, the traffic situation may 
change if a new implementation of a control policy is done, and hence the marginal cost. To 
study the effects with this new marginal cost, a new simulation with the new marginal cost 
can be run, perhaps with new levels of the control policy if the marginal cost principle is to be 
maintained.  
 
ADAPTATION TO NEW POLICY REQUIREMENTS 
It can also be interesting to look at the problem from the opposite side. New transport policy 
requirements from e.g. the EU affect the externalities and are therefore well suited for 
studying with the simulator. E.g., today the weight limit restriction for lorries in Sweden is 60 
ton, while in the rest of the EU the restriction is 40 ton (there are some exceptions, like 
Denmark and Norway), but it is possible that Sweden will have to adapt to those restrictions. 
The effects of such a change in Sweden, e.g. on the environment will be studied using the 
micro-level simulator. 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
Models that are used to study the effects of control policies today are mainly macro-level 
models and often do not model logistical aspects. Even if logistics is taken into account in the 
macro-level models, specific properties of individual transport chains are not included. To 
increase the degree of realism when modeling governmental policy-making, we suggest a 
micro-level approach. MABS is well suited for modeling transport chains since the different 
actors in transportation chains can be represented by agents. 
 
The simulator is possible to use for analyzing the total costs and environmental effects and in 
this way provide guidance in decision making regarding control policies. E.g. the simulator 
can be used to study how control policies can be used in order to reach a certain goal of the 
society, e.g. reach the levels of greenhouse gas emissions set in the Kyoto protocol. The 
effects of implementations of the marginal cost principle can also be studied with the 
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micro-level model. Furthermore, cost-effective strategies for companies can be determined 
with the simulator. 
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